INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Firmex for Government & Infrastructure
Streamline government and infrastructure projects with a Firmex Virtual Data Room.

A Firmex Virtual Data Room helps you prepare for and navigate the complex management and procurement challenges
involved in large-scale government and infrastructure projects. With our SOC 2 compliant solution, you can reliably share
high volumes of technical and financial documents, including large architectural and design files, with bidders, vendors,
partners, and experts working in the field. From RFPs and bid management to public-private partnerships (PPPs) and
joint ventures, Firmex ensures that nothing gets in the way of a successful outcome.

We used a competitor
previously, and
because of the costs,
we were very selective
about what projects
ran within a data room.
We’ve now switched
to Firmex, which gives
us the cost certainty of
one price for virtually
unlimited use.
— Douglas Warren, Bruce Power

4,200+

customers in 80 countries
trust Firmex VDRs.

15,000+

new data room projects
per year.

ONE POWERFUL DATA ROOM. MANY USES.

When the stakes are high, all levels of government trust Firmex to run mission-critical
processes quickly and efficiently and get large-scale projects across the finish line.
BID MANAGEMENT

Streamline procurement and control the flow of documents between multiple bidders
during the RFQ and RFP stages of a procurement project. Use Firmex’s built-in Q&A
module to quickly and efficiently manage, route and answer questions for contracts
and RFIs in a professional manner that supports accountability, trust, and compliance.
VENDOR MANAGEMENT

After a bid is successful, use a Firmex VDR to centrally manage vendor relationships.
Communicate and exchange high volumes of large documents including specifications
and architectural drawing with vendors, contractors and third parties.
PUBLIC REAL ESTATE

Streamline due diligence during the valuation, selling and leasing of governmentowned properties. Manage public-private partnerships for the maintenance and
renovation of existing facilities.
MONITORSHIPS & TRUSTEESHIPS

With a Firmex VDR, companies or institutions subject to oversight by monitors or
trustees can easily upload documents to demonstrate compliance. Firmex’s builtin Q&A tool allows companies to tag, assign and route questions from monitors or
trustees so nothing is overlooked.

$240B+

in total transactional value run
on the Firmex VDR platform.
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